The Just Enough Planning Guide™

Stage 6

A Roadmap to Help Nonprofits Reach Their Campaign Goals

List and prioritize all the important target audiences that you
will need to engage to influence your primary decision maker(s)
(these are the audiences that popped up in Stages 3 through 5).
When prioritizing target audiences, consider the following:
• What do you need them to know?
• What do you need them to do?
• What do they know and do already?

Planning Tool
Stage 2

Prioritize Your Target Audiences

Set a Clear, Measurable Goal That Is Achievable

Audience

Start by writing down what you want to accomplish
and when you want to accomplish it. Your goal
should pass the SMART test:
• Specific
• Measurable
• Achievable
• Realistic
• Time Bound

What should they know?

What should they do?
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Refer to page 21 of the guide for helpful questions to ask.

Stage 7

Refer to page 11 of the guide for examples.

Stage 3

People need to be inspired to join your campaign.
Your name and messaging are the first opportunity
you get to motivate them, so they need to convey
your values in quick and memorable ways. Write down
your campaign name and the four main messages you
want to get out. Then, run your campaign name and
main messages by your Hard Truth Squad.

Chart Your Course
Once you have a SMART goal, consider the main
steps needed to make it happen and the order in
which they must happen. Estimate the timing for
each one. Don’t worry just yet about the
challenges ahead.

Put a Public Face on Your Campaign

Go to the Planning Chart (below) and fill in the
Steps to Your Goal. These are the main steps you
need to take to win your campaign. When you
have written these steps down, take them to your
Hard Truth Squad and have its members poke holes
in them. Then settle on a course.

What are the four main messages you want to get out?
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Stage 4

Refer to page 15 of the guide for examples.

Campaign Name

Anticipate Conditions

Refer to page 23 of the guide for tips and examples to help you choose your campaign name.

Before you get too far ahead, survey the campaign
landscape. Take a moment to note the major external
and internal factors, as well as the dependencies and
assumptions that may affect your progress.

Stage 8

Notes

1
Stage 9

Know How to Make Headway
You know your goal, your steps to your goal and
some potential obstacles and opportunities that may
affect your progress. It is time to make headway and
move your campaign forward. Go to the Planning
Chart and list the Major Campaign Activities
necessary to complete your steps. Don’t get into the
weeds yet; just give a broad overview of how and
when you envision completing each step.
Refer to page 19 of the guide for examples and questions to ask.

Planning Chart

Consider the six principal tactics used by most campaigns:
• Intellectual Knowledge (p. 33)
• Government Relations (p. 35)
• Mobilization / Field Organizing (p. 36)
• Communications (p. 37)
• Coalitions (p. 38)
• Fundraising (p. 39)

Decide which of these tactics are relevant to your
campaign and then consider the purpose, impact,
major activities, potential obstacles, measures of
impact and budget implications for each. If you
identify an additional tactic, write it down. Use the
Operational Chart to plan your day-to-day activities.
Fit each tactic into your master timeline and assign
someone to manage it.

Refer to the above pages of the guide for examples, tips and considerations.

Refer to page 16 of the guide for a list of questions to consider and tips on how to find the answers you need.

Stage 5

Operationalize Your Campaign

For each campaign activity, be clear about who the
decision makers are, what you are asking them to do
and when you are asking them to do it. Go to your
Planning Chart and fill in the following information
for each step:
• Activity (What specifically needs to happen?)
• Timeline (When will it happen?)
• Person Responsible (Who will oversee it?)
• Benchmark (How will success be judged?)

Stay on Track
Your campaign plan is ready to go, but it is important
to make sure everyone stays on the same page.
Regular status meetings help you prepare for and
react to unexpected circumstances, as well as measure
progress and share successes with your team. Be sure
to include these meetings in your timeline. Let the
participants know the meetings are not optional, and
send out agendas and meeting information in advance.

After each meeting, adjust your strategy and tactics
based on decisions made during the meeting. Then
circulate the revised strategy to your planning team.

Refer to page 32 of the guide for more information and sample criteria by which to assess opportunities.

Goal:

Steps to Your Goal (Stage 3)

Timeline

Benchmark

Activity (Stage 5)

Timeline (Stage 5) Person (Stage 5)

Benchmark (Stage 5)

01

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

02

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

03

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

04

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

05

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

06

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

07

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

08

Hard Truth Squad Approved?

Operational Chart

Goal:

There are six main categories of campaign tactics:
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• Intellectual Knowledge
• Government Relations
• Mobilization / Field Organizing

• Communications
• Coalitions
• Fundraising

Summary (Stage 8)

Major Activities (Stage 8)

Review the sections on Measures of Impact,
Anticipated Obstacles and Budget Implications
from Stage 8 (pp. 27-28). Then write a guiding
summary about your strategy for this campaign tactic.

Major Activity

Photocopy this chart once for each tactic that is relevant to your campaign, including any
other tactic you identify. Fill in the appropriate information.
Campaign Tactic:

Person in Charge:

Now, list the major activities you plan to pursue, along with the specific person who will drive them and the measures of impact.

Person Responsible

Measures of Impact

Timeline (Stage 8)
Plot each activity on the timeline. (Use a pencil!) Start by
segmenting your timeline by weeks or months, whichever
makes more sense.

Week/Month
01

Week/Month
02

Week/Month
03

Week/Month
04

Tier A*

Tier B*

*Tier A activities are must-dos. Tier B activities are things to do if time allows.

Week/Month
05

Week/Month
06

Week/Month
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Week/Month
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Week/Month
09

Week/Month
10

Week/Month
11

Week/Month
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